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 Smart Gardeners in the High Tech Age 
Which high-tech tools are worthy for people pursuing a low-tech passion  

 
Baseline check: What makes a good gardener? 
 Passion: Personal relationship with plants 
 Patience: Acknowledging and accepting "next year" 
 Observation: Really, regularly noticing a plant or garden 
  Greatest gift is an "eye": Pattern recognition 
 Physical: Many levels of ability but all >0 
 Experience: Year by year the gardener grows 
 
Look at apps to ask: Which characteristics can be improved through computer 
use? 
(Digital technology in general as well  as Internet use) 
 
Re Plant I.D. (Leaf Snap; Trees Pro HD Nature Mobile; GardenAtoZ.org, forum) 
 More eyes on it when we ask: What's this? 
 Some understanding of botany required 
 Help with woody plants more sure than with herbaceous I.D. 
 
Re Observation: Digital equipment lets us record more but analysis is required 
 Visual observations: So easy, that now our camera is always at hand... 
  ...but logged photos are what you need: Searchable, find-able 
  Logging does take time. It's worth it! (Best advice: "Start today.") 
  Simplest route to more valuable pics: Shoot as you walk a set route 
 Notes, thoughts: Journals can reveal changes if searchable by date or item 
 Others' blogs helpful, if by local/regional gardeners, by week/season 
  MSU Extension msue.anr.msu.edu click on the “Agriculture” tab 
  GardenAtoZ.org: 
   Seasonal, based on 20 years (419 pages!) of Q's by date 
 
Re Problem diagnosis: The right key(stroke)s can put you on top of pests 
 Species-based searches the best start (Virginia Tech Trees, MoBot.org) 
 Always look into simple answers based on light and water 
 Important to recognize: No single source lists every problem... 
  ...and always wise to seek second opinions 
 Harness the power of the broad search engine: Species, symptom 
symptom 
 
Experience: High tech might boost experience level 
 With reading, each year you reap your own plus others' aha's and lessons 
  Magazine apps such as Organic Gardening, American Gardener 
 Weather alerts & to-do reminders create instant "old salt" (wunderground) 
 Calculators for mulch, fertilizer 
 About designing, planning apps: Pencils and tabulators, not brains 
 
Passion:     (BirdsNearMe etc.) 
 Diving into so many other perspectives sets the hook deeper 


